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User Manual:
This device is a not so simple four function calculator. The user should first supply power to the
circuit and then press the reset button. The first operand is displayed on the top left, the second
operand is displayed on the top right, and the solution is displayed on the bottom. On startup, the
input is for the first operand, which is limited to 4 characters. After pressing any operation, then
the input will be for the second operand, which is also limited to 4 characters. There is not an
equal key because the calculator continuously equates the function.
‘A’ is to divide the first operand by the second operand
‘B’ is to multiply the two operands together
‘C’ is to subtract the second operand from the first operand
‘D’ is to add the two operands together
‘E’ is negate, which is a toggle and negates the sign of the current operand input
‘F’ is backspace/clear. Press ‘F’ once for backspace. Press ‘F’ twice to clear all inputs

Some example inputs and output:
243 + 110 = 353

123 × 101 = 12423

342 − 356 = −14
1 ÷ 3 = 0.3333

9999 + 9876 = 19875

9999 + (−9876) = 123

−9999 ∗ 9998 = −99970002
9999 ÷ 11 = 909

157 ÷ 13 = 12.0769

Conclusion:
Yes, my circuit meets the specifications and function properly.
I had trouble converting sequential inputs into a whole number because of the way 16 bit
numbers work and the way numbers are stored. In other words, when I used LDD, M is loaded
onto A and M+1 is loaded onto B and there were no option for the reverse. I had trouble using
the built in 16 and 32 bit multiple and divide functions because I had trouble converting each
individual digit into 16 and 32 bits. Therefore, I had to compute each digit individually. I would
do this project differently by combining the division for the quotient and the division to compute
the decimal remainder.
I have implemented all the extra credit, which included the clear key, additive inverse,
division, and implementation of 4 digit numbers. An extra feature I have implemented is that
instead of having to press the equal key, the calculator automatically computes. This is a similar
feature to Google’s instant search where the results may already be shown before the full input,
which increases the calculator’s utility.
I learned about large number manipulation in assembly, which includes multiplication,
division, and remainder decimal accuracy.

